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Abstract 

Noise is any undesirable sound which when eliminated will improve the quality of the 

environment for the listener. This is especially true for field workers who work near 

engine noise ranging from 90 dB to 110 dB. In this project we are proposing a design of 

ANC headphones to be used by field workers who works near engine noise. The proposed 

design is a feed-forward ANC system to eliminate broad-band periodic noise signals. The 

hardware used is the DSP board DSK-TMS C6713 programmed through MATLAB with 

LMS adaptive filter to eliminate noise. 

Simulation results of the LMS adaptive filter showed that the step size(µ) is an important 

factor when considering convergence time and noise reduction. Increasing the µ increases, 

decreases convergence time at the expense of noise reduction andµ has a cut-off value. 

Increasing µ after the cut-off value makes the system unstable. 

To learn how the DSP board and Simulink work we conducted several experiments before 

the actual implementation. While conducting these experiments we discovered several 

limitations with Simulink and had to find alternative methods to implement ANC on the 

DSP board. We recommend that future implementation be done in using C code since it 

will eliminate the limitations we faced. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Sound is an integral part of our environment, however when sound becomes noise, it can 

be detrimental to human health. Noise can cause a range of health problems from 

hypertension to stomach ulcers and sleep disturbance. By using electronic technology to 

suppress noise, we can eliminate noise from the environment and improve the lives of 

'people. 

We choose active noise control (ANC) as our senior project because it solves a problem 

encountered in many industries. From our last internship experiences, each one of us 

was exposed to the real dangers of working near noisy engines. Preventing hearing loss 

is an important safety issue for companies. Sometimes employees are fired for not 

following proper safety procedures, such as wearing earplugs near noisy machinery at all 

times. 

Our aim is to make ANC headphones using the TMS320C6713 Digital Signal 

Processing Starter Kit (C67 l 3 DSK) interfaced through MATLAB® Simulink. Through 

this project we also aim to: 

• learn the physics of eliminating unwanted sound from the environment using

both active and passive noise control techniques 

• develop communication and problem solving skills by working together in a

group 

One group member's concentration is communication, the other two group members' 

concentration is control systems and robotics. We are using knowledge acquired during 

our undergraduate study to solve challenges faced during implementation and expanding 

our knowledge in the communication and control fields. 



1.1 Literature Review 

1.1.1 Defining Noise 

Defining noise is not a simple undertaking let alone trying to eliminate it. A search of 

Encyclopedia Britannica yields over 15 definitions and Oxford Online Reference lists 

over a hundred uses of the word noise. In electrical engineering and for the purpose of 

this project noise is any undesired or random signal that distorts the required signal. In 

everyday life noise can include honking cars, barking dogs, crying babies, construction 

machines and depending on your choice, even music. In acoustics "noise is any 

undesired sound that is intrinsically objectionable or one that interferes with other 

sounds that are being listened to" [l]. Noise can be classified by its frequency as white 

noise, pink noise and colored noise. 

1.1.2 Active Noise Control (ANC) VS Passive Noise Control (PNC) 

In the past, development of ANC was limited to technological advancements but passive 

noise control (PNC) or "sound proofing" was used regularly to reduce noise. 

Attenuation quality in PNC depends on materials with special characteristics so that 

maximum sound is absorbed. Such materials can be found as insulation in headphone 

ear muffs and building walls. Passive noise control can be achieved by several methods 

including insulation, silencers, vibration mounts, damping treatments, absorptive 

treatments and car mufflers. 

PNC materials behave as low pass filters and are ideal for higher frequencies. However, 

at lower frequencies these materials increase in size and mass because PNC solutions 

depend on the acoustic wavelength. The lower the frequency the larger the wavelength 

and the greater the size of the material needed to attenuate the wave [8, 13] 

On the other hand, active noise control makes use of the wave interference phenomenon. 

When two sound waves have the same amplitude and frequency and travel in the same 
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direction with a phase difference of 180 degrees then destructive interference will occur. 

During destructive interference the waves cancel each other and no sound is heard as all 

the sound energy is transformed to heat energy. The figure below shows two waves 180 

degrees out of phase and their resultant. 
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Figure 1: Destructive interference 15] 
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The basic ANC components include a plant, sensors, actuators and a controller. Each 

component is discussed in details in Section 4. 

Successful commercial products make use of both ANC and PNC to achieve maximum 

noise cancellation. However, ANC is used for low frequencies since PNC is adequate at 

high frequencies. 

1.1.3 History 

The concept of eliminating noise was first demonstrated in 1878 by Lord Rayleigh. He 

conducted several experiments on the superposition of sound fields. However, the basic 

ideas of active noise control were presented by Paul Lueg in 1936. Lueg presented 

diagrams depicting noise cancelation of a sinusoidal signal, nonsinusoidal signal and 

signals in three dimensions. Figure 1 shows Lueg's patent diagram in which a sound 

wave from a primary source A travelling towards a microphone M. The microphone 

detects the sounds and then the electronic controller V uses these sounds to send a signal 

to the loudspeaker L. The signal coming from the loudspeaker is 180 degrees out of 
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phase from the source wave and it interfaces with it to cause destructive interference. 

Figure 1 (a), (b) and (c) show destructive interference of non-sinusoidal signals and 

signals in three dimensions [8]. 
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Figure 2: Paul Lueg's patent diagram 15] 

However it was Harry Ferdinand Olso who eventually demonstrated the effects of active 

noise control in the laboratory. In 1953 and 1956 prominent engineer Olso conducted 

the first laboratory experiments on active noise control. Olso also listed future 

applications of ANC but technical applications were not possible since electronics still 

depended on vacuum tube technology. Technological advancements in anti-sound 

systems have occurred since the advent of adaptive filters and DSP chips [21]. 
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The most effective method to reduce unwanted sound is to use a digital noise canceler. 

This enables signals to be sampled and processed in real time using digital signal 

processing (DSP) systems. ANC technology advanced in the 1980s with the 

development of DSP chips and the power to implement low-cost adaptive algorithms. 

Advancements in ANC allow significant noise reduction at low frequencies without the 

bul�y material needed in PNC [11). 

Today global corporations are dedicated to the business of anti-sound or ANC. Bose 

Corporation is a leading company known for its high quality sound systems which 

incorporate both active and passive noise control methods. Founded in 1964 by MIT 

grad student Dr. Amar G. Bose, BOSE was created after its founder was disappointed by 

the quality of speakers available in the market [3]. 

1.1.4 Applications of Noise-Cancellation 

Most people are unaware of the frequent use of both ANC and PNC in public spaces and 

commercial products. Noise-cancellation is used in airplanes, submarines, hospitals, 

headphones, ventilation ducts, high speed elevators, mobile phones and cars. A few of 

these applications are described below. 

1.1.4.1 Aircrafts 

Most passengers experience a constant hum in an aircraft cabin during a flight. This 

constant low-frequency noise can cause discomfort to many passengers. Most major 

aircraft manufacturers are developing systems to reduce this low-frequency hum. For 

passengers who want maximum noise reduction, there are many noise-reducing 

headphones available in the market for travellers [3, 6, 7). 

1.1.4.2 Car 

Car manufacturers have also been using ANC in cars to reduce road noise. Honda uses 

microphones and speakers under the vehicle's seats and Siemens has a speaker mounted 
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inside the air intake manifold to eliminate low frequency engine noise. GM takes it a 

step further by using ANC to increase fuel efficiency [15]. Most car engines are the 

more fuel-efficient between 1,000 to 1,500 rpm. However, an engine running within this 

range produces a low frequency noise or "rumble". To eliminate this noise, engineers 

placed two microphones in the vehicle interior to measure the amplitude and phase of 

the engine noise sound waves. An inverted sound wave is generated by the ANC 

module and emitted through the vehicle's front doors and rear subwoofer to cancel the 

original engine sound. 

1.1.4.3 Headphones 

Noise cancelling headphones are available for frequent travellers and music buffs. High 

quality headphones keep unwanted noise out by using active and passive noise control. 

Noise cancelling headphones reduce unwanted noise and improve music quality. With a 

reduced noise level the listener will hear a clear sound at a lower volume and thus avoid 

ear damage. There are three types of headphones available: ear-bud, on-ear and over

ear. Ear-bud headphones are light weight and compact for users who what to carry out 

an activity such as exercise while listening to music. On-ear headphones are better 

suited for long term comfort but not as portable as on-ear headphones. Over-ear 

headphones provide the best noise-cancelling technology and are recommended for 

frequent travels who do not mind the large size [14, 17]. 

1.1.4.4 High Speed Elevators 

High-rise buildings demand high-speed elevators which can run at speeds of 500m/min. 

However such high speeds produce wind noise in the hoist way which is a source of 

discomfort and inconvenience to the passengers. ANC is used to reduce noise below 

500 Hz frequency [9]. 
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1.1.4.5 Health Effects 

The negative effects of noise can be seen in humans and nature. The effect of noise on 

health and the environment varies and will be discussed in details in the following 

section. 

Noise pollution levels are continuously rising and research has proved that noise 

pollution has a negative effect on human health. Noise pollution affects auditory 

problems, mental health and cognitive development. Studies show that children are 

especially vulnerable to noise pollution since they lack the cognitive skills to understand 

the noise source and do not have the appropriate coping strategies [l OJ. 

Noise can also cause hearing impariment, hypertension, ischemic heart disease, 

annoyance, increased freequency of headaches, fatigue, stomach ulcers, sleep 

disturbance and decreased school performance among children. lrreversable hearing 

loss can occure at 70dB which is at a much lower level than thought previously. Loud 

sounds of a particular frequency range can damage the chochlea's hear cells that respond 

to that. In 2002, WHO (world health organization) declared that 16% of adults who lose 

their hearing is due to occupational noise. Range [16]. 

1.1.4.6 Wildlife 

Noise pollution has also been found to have an effect on wildlife especially birds [4]. 

Studies have shown that noise pollution has a negative effect on species density, 

foraging behavior, and reproductive success and predator-prey interactions. Noise 

frequency and duration may interfere with communication among birds with low

frequency vocalizations. In a study conducted in India determined that both noise and 

air pollution lowered the diversity and population of birds in a forest adjacent to a 

thriving stone crushing industry [18]. 
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1.1.4. 7 Underwater 

Underwater noise created by offshore activities can radiate several kilometers from the 

source. Noise is created when a pile is driven into the sea-bed using a hydraulic 

hammer. Although techniques are used to reduce noise, studies have shown that man

made noise has a negative effect on marine mammals that use sound for foraging, 

ori1;mtation and communication. Nose can disrupt marine mammal behavior at a far 

range and may induce hearing impairment at a close range. Noise pollution can have 

effects on spawning grounds used for commercial fishing 

Off the California coast, low frequency noise has doubled every decade since 1960. The 

source of most of the sound is ships' propellers ( continuous low frequency noise) and air 

guns (prospect for oil beneath seabed) 

Marine animals use low-frequency calls to communicate across thousands of kilometers 

at a frequency range of 20 to 2000 hertz. Noise may interfere with a whale's calls 

causing it to lose contact with its herd or lose its prey. Squids and octopuses find it 

difficult to balance underwater since noise affects their ears [20]. 
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1.1.5 Algorithms to Implement ANC 

Active noise cancellation can be achieved by using adaptive filter algorithms. The most 

popular algorithm is the least mean square (LMS) algorithm. The LMS algorithm is 

used because of its robustness and simplicity of implementation since it only requires a 

finite-impulse response filter and a first-order weight update equation. The LMS 

algorithm has been used in many real life noise cancellation applications. However, 

this algorithms limitation is that a choice must be made between convergence speed and 

accuracy. The step size (µ) value affects the convergence speed and accurate noise 

cancellation. As the step size increases, the convergence time decreases but accuracy 

decreases and if the step size is reduced, convergence time increases but accuracy also 

mcreases. 

There are several variations of the LMS algorithm such as the variable step size 

normalized least mean square (VSS-NLMS) algorithm and then normalized lease mean 

square (NLMS) .algorithm. These algorithms increase noise cancellation accuracy 

without increase the convergence time. 

For the purpose of this project we chose to implement the LMS algorithm because of its 

simplicity and robustness. 
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Chapter 2 Project Description 

2.1 Functionality of the ANC System 

The ANC system used in this project is composed of two parts: an acoustic and 

electrical part, as shown in Figure 3. In this figure x(k) is the reference signal, d(k) is the 

noise signal, y(k) is the anti-noise signal. and the error e(k) is the difference between 

d(k) and y(k), where k is the time. Block Pis the unknown transfer function of the 

noise, W is the adaptive filter which imitates P using the least mean squares algorithm 

(LMS) . [19] 

Destructive interference occurs in the acoustic part, which is composed of d(k) and y(k). 

In ideal conditions to achieve complete silence, y(k) is equal in amplitude but opposite 

in phase to d(k). Resulting in a zero error e(k). The generation of the anti-noise signal 

y(k) is done in the electrical part where the LMS algorithm is used to modify 

coefficients of the adaptive filter W to minimize the error. 

X (k)1-� ----• p �
l

(k)

--
-1 I 

��-w _ _:- _v_(k_) �

I 

LMS 

Electrical Part 

Figure 3: ANC system design 
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2.2 Least Mean Square Algorithm 

This signal processing algorithm is similar in concept to the least squares approximation 

solution used in linear algebra. Least Squares Approximation method is applied when 

there is no solution to a mathematical equation. lt gives the best possible solution with 

maximum accuracy. The same concept is adopted in LMS algorithms. As shown in Eq. 

(l)ithe mean square error e(k) is calculated by subtracting anti-noise signal y(k) from the

noise signal d(k). The result of this subtraction is squared to confirm that its value 

represents the total energy of the error value. By changing the values of the filter's 

coefficients Cn(k) using the steepest descent method, the minimum error value can be 

obtained [12). 

e 2 (k) = (d(k) - y(k))
2 = ( d(k) - %, c(n)f(k - n))

where k=l,2,3 ...... M-1 

The final form of the LMS algorithm is derived from Eq.(1) as: 

c(k + 1) = c(k) + µ e(k) x(k) 

( 1) 

(2) 

The updated coefficients of the adaptive filter c(k+ I) is calculated by adding the current 

coefficients c(k) with the multiplication of: the step size µ, the current error produced by 

the current coefficients e(k), and the current input x(k) 
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Chapter 3 Design Overview 

This chapter describes the hardware and software overall design of the proposed anti

noise cancelation system. 

3.1 Hardware Overall Design 

Th�re are four main components to any ANC hardware (Figure 4): A noise reference 

microphone, a second error microphone, a signal processor controller, and the anti-noise 

signal speaker. The reference microphone is the first sensor to input the noise signal to 

the controller. The controller uses this input to generate the anti-noise signal. The 

speaker is the actuator that outputs the anti-noise signal. The second sensor microphone 

is placed in the destructive interference region, inputting a feedback to the controller to 

alter the controller output. 

Noise Reference 

Microphone 

Controller 

Destructive Signal 

Speaker 

Figure 4: ANC systems components 

Error 

Microphone 

For ANC headphones the design in Figure 4 is modified. Since ANC systems only 

attenuate low frequency noise effectively, headphones with PNC cups are used in the 

proposed system to reduce high frequency noise. Also, the position of the sensors and 

actuators is adjusted in the ANC headphones. In headphones the silence region, we are 

aiming for is the region surrounding the ear. Therefore, the error microphone is placed 

inside the headphone cups close to the ear. The reference microphone is placed outside 

of the headphones cups but close to it to get accurate reading of the signal actually 

reaching the ears, as shown in Figure 5. 
12 



3.2 Software Overall Design 

Simulink is a software tool package integrated with MATLAB that offers a graphical 

user interface (GUI) to build models with block diagrams. The real time workshop tool 

box in Simulink generates C code based on the graphical model. Using the "C6000 

target" Simulink blocks library, the model can generate a Code Composer Studio (CCS) 

praject file for the targeted DSP board and upload it to the DSP board. All Simulink 

blocks are able to be generated to C code directly except the user defined function 

blocks. These blocks must first generate a C MEX S-functions code using a supported 

CIC++ compiler, and then generate a CCS code through the Real-Time Workshop. 

Figure 6: Steps to program the DSP board 
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Chapter 4 Detailed Specifications 

4.1 Hardware Specification 

4.1.1 DSP Board 

Th� C6713 DSK by Texas Instrument was selected. The board came with CCS 3.1, the 

C language programming environment, three different power cord adapters, a USB cable 

and a 30 day free MATLAB trial. The software also contains tutorial, examples and 

references. 

: -o 

I�!§} 
: 0000 Cotnng 
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m 
Peripheral Exp 

D l 2 J 

Figure 7: Block diagram C6713 DSK [2] 

4.1.1.l Main Features 

• Operation ofDSP at 225 Mega Hz

• Synchronous DRAM of 16 mega bytes

• Nonvolatile flash memory of 512 kilo bytes.

• Four LEDs and switches.

• Configurable boot options

• Daughter card expansion slots

• JTAG emulator with USB host interface

15 
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• 5 volt power supply

4.1.1.2 Overall Function 

The SDRAM, Flash, CPLD which is the Programmable Logic Device are all connected 

to the bus. The CPLD uses glue logic that keeps all the board components together. It

provides user with registers to write and read from. It has analog audio signal interfaced 

with the DSP through an AIC23 codec and four 3.5 mm audio jacks. For providing 

interactive feedback to the user it consists of 4 LEDS and switches respectively which 

can be accessed through the CPLD registers. It comes with the code composer studio 

which can communicate with the computer through a USB host[l] [2]. 

4.1.1.3 Physical Description 

ine In H�adpnon" 

Mil in LinE
I 

Out I 

Pow�r 

Jae!<. Port Switche-s 
Ccnfig E>:t-.mal Hurri-:ane 

Switc-11 Switch JTfa.G H£ader 

Figure 8: The DSK-TMS C6713 physical board (21 

The C6713 board has an area of 8.75 x 4.5 inches. It is a multilayer board powered by an 

external 5 volt power supply. It has four audio connectors: 
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• A microphone input, which is a 3 .5 mm stereo jack

• An Audio line in connector, which is 3.5 mm stereo input

• An Audio line out connector, which is 3.5 mm output connector

• Headphone connector, used for a standard headphone or high impedance speaker

It comes with two different power connectors. One is the regular 5 volt connector. The 

other is operated with a standard personal computer power supply. For communicating 

with the computer it has USB. It uses the JTAG emulator which is embedded and does 

not require any external emulator. Also it comes with an external JTAG emulator, 

The board has four LED for user interaction. A green LED to indicate USB is in use but 

when the external emulator is used this LED does not blink, then another green LED to 

indicate that the board is powered. An orange LED that indicates the RESET is active. 

And finally a green LED that blinks during data transfer from and to the USB. The four 

switches consist of three resets. The first one is to reset the power on, another for the 

external JTAG[l]. 

4.1.2 Headphone 

The HP Headset H2500 has a built in microphone with volume control and a padded 

headset which covers the ears. The microphone and headset have two separate 3.5 mm 

gold plated jacks which gives the freedom to use each feature separately. The headset 

audible frequency range is 20 Hz - 20 KHz. For the purpose of this project we did not 

use the built in microphone and only used the headset for PNC. 

4.2 Software Specifications 

4.2.1 Code Composer Studio (CCS) 

This software application is provided by Texas Instruments to work as the integrated 

development environment for all their DSPs. The C6713 DSK is supported by version 

3.1. This version of CCS requires windows XP as a host environment. 
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Chapter 5 Testing and Validation 

Before the LMS algorithm could be implemented for ANC, several preliminary 

experiments were conducted. These experiments worked as building blocks to 

understand the C6713 DSK board, learn MATLAB Simulink and the different blocks 

avail
,
able 

In this chapter, each experiment is briefly explained with the challenges faced and 

suggested solution. Detailed steps with screen shots are in the appendix to be used as a 

guideline reference for future work. 

5.1 Experiment 1: Interfacing the DSP Kit Using MATLAB 

• Connect the DSP board to its power adaptor. The Power ON Self-Test (POST)

starts immediately after plugging 

• When all the LEDs 0-3 are stably on, indicating that the POST is done, plug the

DSP board to the PC trough the USB cable 

• After connecting the DSP board, diagnostic utility must be run first before

starting any DSK related software. 

• When the Diagnostic utility test is successfully done, start a new Simulink model

by clicking ( MATLAB -+ Simulink-+ file -+new -+model ) 

• A new Model page will pop up. This is the space where the DSK board

programming can be designed using blocks. Click "save as" to rename it with a 

preferred title. In this case it was named Interfacing Test. 

• The target preference block for this DSP board must be chosen first and installed

in the module page to let the program know what DSP board are you trying to 

interface. From Simulink Library Browser -+Target for Tl C6000 -+ C6000 

Target Preference 
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• To get other blocks that are designed for this DSK board go to Simulink Library

Browser -+Target for TI C6000-+ C6712 DSK Board Support. The ADC and 

DAC blocks represents the input and output jacks of the DSP board. 

• Using these blocks a simple application was built. The programming show in the

block bellow would simply let the single inputted in the input jacks go through 

and be outputted from the output jacks 

• To program the board with this application click Simulation -+Configuration

Parameters -+Real Time Workshop-+ Generate Code 

• Simulink will start installing the code first to Code Composer then to the board

itself. 
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made block which allowed us to specify the frequency range and gives a visual 

representation of the effects of the low pass filter. A chirp signal was generated through 

Matlab using the Simulink block and input into the low pass filter which was designed 

using the FDA Tool, the results were seen on a spectrum scope. The following is the 

simulation done in Simulink: 

Soect:um 

Scee-;- ln:::u1 

:.ni:i: 

Ci;iitsl 

Filt:: 

S0-:cuum 

So: c:, - =:utcu1 

Figure I 0: Simulink model of low pass filter 

5.3.2.1 The Chirp Signal 

Ci;i:itsl 

There are two types of chirp signal blocks in the Simulink library - one from the 

Simulink block set and the other from the Signal Processing tool box. The chirp signal 

from the signal processing tool box was chosen, because it offers more options and 

parameters that can be altered as compared to the Simulink Chirp Signal. Table 1, shows 

the source block parameters used. 

Table 1: The chirp signal parameters 

Parameter Value 
Initial Fre uency (Hz) 0 

-�-�-------

Tar et Freq uency'--'-(Hz----") ___ 4_0_0_0 __ 
Sam ling Time 1/8000 

1t should be noted that the sampling frequency is according to the Nyquist Sampling 

Theorem. 
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Figure 12: Input and Output scope displaying the chirp signal at the cut off frequency 

5.3.2.4 Discussion 

As it can be seen from the results obtained, that the chirp signal was filtered successfully 

as desired. The low pass filter was designed to have a cut-off frequency around 2000 Hz. 

As the signal reaches near 2000 Hz it can be seen diminishing and finally disappearing 

around 2500 Hz completely. Therefore it shows that the signal was filtered correctly. 

Since the simulation of the low pass filter was working correctly, the next step was to 

transfer the design to the hardware and test it using the DSP board 

5.3.3 Low Pass Filter Test: with Hardware 

Prior to the transfer of the design onto the hardware, the sampling frequency of the 

computer's sound card was to be taken into consideration. The maximum sampling rate 

of a computer's sound card is 8192 Hz 

The parameters for the filter and the chirp signal were chosen accordingly. The chirp 

signal was designed to be from O - 4000 Hz with the sampling frequency of 8000 Hz 
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And similarly the low pass filter had a sampling frequency of 8000 Hz with a cut off 

around 2000 Hz. There were two virtual scopes being used to observe the chirp signal. 

The scopes by the company scope.Ink were installed in two computers. It was easier to 

use a virtual scope because it is portable, did not require special connections and was 

easier to use. The following is the representation of a block diagram of the system 

connection: 

u u 

:»,;,4, "'' •. , ...... , ,.,L· . 

'f I �-� 
LQ CD 

Cl -''", ·· 

• • .,. 1.1.:�1•(.t 

r.: �·.;; :;r: � II .. � ':!\.� t . S: 

� �;1 f' •_,.1.,".,1 Jl'.3: :."m'.I �,.a 

!"):�-;-i,;_. �-,,= ·t�.,tfWt': ";f �)';\: 

$(')ft;: 

U 11 

Figure 13: Low pass filter hardware implementation block diagram 

5.3.3.1 Hardware implementation of the low pass filter 

The connections for the implementation of the low pass filter were made according to 

the block diagram described above. 

• Computer 1 is used to generate the chirp signal in Simulink. As done in the

previous simulation a chirp signal is created in Simulink with a sampling 

frequency of 8000 Hz. 
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Figure 14:Chirp signal generation 

• Next the Low pass filter is created in computer 2 to be compiled and loaded into

the DSP board 

I ···��. 
! 

Figure I 5: Low pass filter Implementation 
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The following is the response of the filter 

Magnitude Response f�Bi 

� ��;.._� - :-- -i���--...:....:....:·..:::..:...t···-------- ---------·-------------,

-�: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::r:::-::::::1:::�:·\.:::;:::::::::::;:::::::::::�:::::::::::
�, �- , . I \ . , 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::r::::::::\'.:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::� --------- -t .. -----------:-----------j- -- ----- - --]j------- --- -\1-- - - ----- -_ \ ______ --- - -:-- -- -
.;·� 

J 

1: 
freouency !kHz, 

Figure J 6: Frequency response of the low pass filter 

• Finally the code is generated, compiled and loaded onto the DSP board, the

necessary connections to the scopes were made to observe the results_

5.3.3.2 Results. 

The scopes on the left display the original signal while the scope on the right display the 

results after the signal is filtered through the low pass filter. 

Q.1l1S 

Ml 

0.00)": 

! 

. . . -

i 

----- --- --l- ---.. - ---> --- - --- --------- ----
' ,J • f 0 

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000 18000 20000 
Fr�r[Hzl l<lg 

Figure J 7: The input signal around 2500 Hz 
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Figure 18: the output signal around 2500 Hz, the cutoff frequency 

5.3.3.3 Discussion 

The hardware implementation was done successfully. As it can be seen from the results 

obtained, that the chirp signal was filtered successfully as desired. The low pass filter 

was designed to have a cut-off frequency around 2000 Hz. As the signal reaches near 

2000 Hz it can be seen diminishing and finally disappearing around 2500 Hz 

completely. Therefore it shows that the signal was filtered correctly. 
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5.4 Experiment 4: Acoustic Noise Cancellation 

In the last experiment a simulation for an acoustic noise cancelation system is built 

using Simulink. The LMS Simulink block is used to implement the LMS algorithm. The 

purpose of this experiment is to understand the function of this block before using it to 

implement the ANC system. Figure 19. shows the Simulink model designed for this 

experiment and Figure 20 displays the input signal with noise. the filtered output. and 

the error signal. 

Rsn::J::rr 

S::,.n::e 

r------,_,,,J liC.J! 
::.Jt::ut�---_r------� �-� 

u�1s 

Em,,1-------' 
S::::cc: 

Figure 19: Simulink model for Acoustic Noise Cancellation 

Figure 20: Results for the simulation 
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5.3.3.5 Discussion 

After running the simulation and analyzing the functionality of this block, it was 

determined that the LMS block cannot be used for ANC systems. In the LMS block, the 

error is internally calculated mathematically and cannot be inputted to the block. This is 

suitable with acoustic cancelation systems that do not require error to be inputted to the 

block from outside of the controller. In ANC systems this error calculation happens 

acoustically outside and entered as feedback to the controller. Also, in ANC systems the 

desired signal is unknown where as in acoustic noise cancellation systems it is known. 

As an alternative to the Simulink LMS block, an embedded MATLAB function is used 

to implement the LMS for the ANC system. 
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Chapter 6 Simulation and Implementation 

6.1 ANC System Simulation 

6.1.1 Limitations 

Simvlating the ANC system in Simulink is not possible because of Simulink gives the 

algebraic loop error when creating a simulation of the acoustic destructive interference. 

Instead the simulation for this system was implemented using an m-file code in Matlab 

directly. The m-file simulation code is provided in the next section. 

6.1.2 Simulation Code 

Frame Size=lOOO; 
Filter Length= 32; 
mu=0.01; c���ae��-e 

P=randn(Filter_Length,l); 
X=randn(Frame_Size,1);
d=filter(P, 1, X); 

--'·· '-·' 

fifo=zeros(Filter_Length,l); 
whights=zeros(Filter Length,l); 

for k=l:Frame_Size, 
fifo(l:Filter_Length-1,1) 

fifo(2:Filter_Length,l); 

end 

fifo(Filter Length,l) = X(k); 

output(k,l)=whights'*fifo(:,l); 

error(k,l)=d(k,1)-output(k,l); 
whights=whights+mu*error(k,l)*fifo(:,l); 
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6.1.3 Results 

The crucial parameter in the LMS algorithm is the step size (µ). This parameter 

determines the convergence rate of the algorithm and accuracy of the results. For the 

purpose of this project a random values ofµ was selected. According to Table 3 when 

the value ofµ is small, convergence time increases but maximum noise reduction occurs 

(Figure 21 ). When the µ increases, convergence time decreases at the expense of noise 

reduction (Figure 22). When the value ofµ is too large the system becomes unstable 

(Figure 23). 

According to the results, the optimal value ofµ is 0.01. When selecting an optimum 

value ofµ, a balance must be made between convergence time and accuracy. 

Table 3: Noise reduction with differentµ values 

85.0611 79.2438 

85.0611 545.3320 
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Figure 21: Output withµ as 0.001 
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Figure 22: Output with µ as 0.01 
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Figure 23: Output with µ as 0.1 
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for k = l:Frame Size 

fifo(l:Filter_Length-1,1) 
fifo(2:Filter Length,l); 

end 

fifo(Filter Length,l) = x(k,l); 

y(k,l) = weights' * fifo(:,l)*(-1); 

weights = weights + mu*e(k,l)*fifo(:,l); 

6.3 Input/ Output from the DSP Board 

It was first intended have two inputs one from the microphone in and the other is from 

line in inputs for the reference microphone and the error microphone. Since both 

Simulink and the DSP board don't allow the use of both input ports, only the 

microphone input is used as a two-channel stereo input. From simulink's C6000 DSB 

Commination Library, the analog to digital input (ADC) and the digital to analog (DAC) 

output blocks were used. These blocks support the C6713 DSK board. 

One of the stereo channels is used for the reference microphone and the other on for 

error microphone. To process each channel separately the multiport selector block is 

used. This block takes the Nx2 matrix for the stereo signal and output each column 

separately as vector representing mono signal. After process_ing the mono signal, it is 

duplicated using the Matrix Concatenation block to be outputted as a stereo signal for 

the headphones. 
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Chapter 7 Cost Estimates 

Table 4: Cost estimates of the ANC system prototype 

Item 

MATLAB 
function generator 
bscilloscope 
TMS320 C6713 DSK 
Headphones with PNC 
Wires/cables 
microphone 

1 Po':er point slides
, design 

Transportation 

Comments 

Lab equipment 
Lab equipment 
Lab equipment 
Lab equipment 
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69 

4 30 
2 10 

30 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and Future Works 

We started this project with the intent to create ANC headphones by using an adaptive 

algorithm to cancel noise. To implement the LMS adaptive filter we used the 

TMS320C6713 DSP board and MATLAB Simulink. 

Since we had no prior experience working with a DSP board. we started by conducting 
' 

experiments to familiarize ourselves with the DSP board and Simulink. By conducting 

these experiments we discovered that the LMS block offered in Simulink was not 

appropriate for our application. Error calculation in the LMS block occurs 

mathematically but for our ANC application the error calculation needs to occur 

acoustically. We also learned that simulating an ANC system is not possible in 

Simulink because of the algebraic loop error. Instead an LMS block was created using 

the embedded MATLAB Function. 

The LMS algorithm was simulated in the embedded MATLAB function using different 

values of µ to observe the effect on convergence time and noise reduction accuracy. 

When the value of µ is small, convergence time increases but maximum noise reduction 

occurs. When the µ increases. convergence time decreases at the expense of noise 

reduction. The system became unstable when the value of µ was too large. We 

concluded from our experiments that the optimal value ofµ is 0.01. 

To capture sound, the stereo channel on the DSP board was used. The multiport selector 

block in MATLAB was used to separate the two channels in the stereo port. However, 

while running the hardware implementation we discovered we received an error. Upon 

investigation. it was discovered that we were getting the same input from both channels 

even though each channel had a unique input. 

The work completed in this project lays a foundation for anyone who wishes to work 

with the TMS320C6713 board using MATLAB Simulink. Hardware and software 

compatibility issues have been thoroughly discussed with suggested solutions. We 
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recommend that future implementations are done by C coding instead of using 

MATLAB Simulink since readymade Simulink blocks have compatibility issues with 

the DSP board and provide limited functionality. 

This project was significant to our team because we were able to extend our knowledge 

from basic physics to more complicated applications of control and communication. We 

learned about adaptive filters and their use in ANC. We also learned the limitations of 

using MATLAB and Simulink. The skills previously obtained in our courses were used 

and polished during the semester. 
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